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Context and environment
A new threshold for quality - balancing risk management and effort

Documentation is key to managing transfer pricing (TP) risk

Risk management

Effort

COMPLIANCE
•

Local documentation rules

•

Tax audits and greater scrutiny of
documentation (articulation of activities
and economic support)

•

Requirements of Base Erosion and Profit
Shifting (BEPS) Action 13

DEEPER TECHNICAL ANALYSIS
•

BEPS Actions 8 to 10

•

Focus on value chain and 2-sided analysis

•

Increased emphasis on risks

TRANSPARENCY
•

Increased information sharing

•

Country by Country Reporting (CbC)

•

Potential public disclosure

Upfront design
(strategy and
centralisation)
is crucial to
delivering
efficient and
effective global
documentation

•

Importance of upfront strategy

•

Balancing high level group information
(Master File) vs local detail (CbC and Local
Files)

•

Limited resource/budgets

•

Deciding levels of compliance – local
country risk assessment

•

Local expertise often required

•

Centralised preparation to ensure
consistency, efficiency and control. A
modular approach is helpful.

•

Use of automation and technology

•

Managing information being shared with
tax authorities
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Context and environment
What are businesses saying about TP documentation?

A recent survey* of tax decision-makers in large multinational corporations
(MNCs) showed a trend towards:
Centralisation of approach to
compliance and documentation

29% indicated they were already
very centralised; 57% expect more
centralisation to deliver more
efficiency

Retention of an element of local
touch delivery

70% of respondents expect to have
some centralisation, but with local
implementation for specific country
requirements and language skills
etc.

The use of technology to achieve
efficient TP documentation

60% of companies expressed a
need for increased technology
(especially for CbC and data
analytics)

*Deloitte’s Global Trends in Transfer Pricing
market research – February 2016
©2016. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.
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The three elements of documentation
BEPS Action 13 Recommendations
BEPS Action 13 proposes a new three tier global standard for transfer pricing documentation. The text in
green represents additional information required under the new documentation model as compared to
current Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines.

Country by
Country
Template

Master

Local

File

A new requirement
• Revenue
• Profit before tax

•

• Cash tax paid
• Current tax accrual
• Capital and retained earnings
• NBV of tangible assets
• Number of employees
• Complete list of entities and
PE’s for each country, with
activity codes to be attached to
template

Group wide description including
supply chain, value drivers, main
markets, high level functional
analysis, details of business
changes

•

High level description of IP
strategies, IP location and R&D
management and location

•

High level description of group
financing arrangements

•

Consolidated group accounts

•

Description of APAs or other
rulings

File

Evolution of existing transfer
pricing documentation
requirements
Transactional/entity specific:
•

Local management structure,
detailed functional analysis,
economic analysis and
reconciliations of TP to accounts

•

Local documentation nuances
continue?

OBJECTIVES
Ensure consideration of transfer
pricing requirements

Transfer pricing risk assessment

Transfer pricing audit
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The three elements of documentation
Country by Country reporting

Aggregated information
by jurisdiction for all
companies

Country by
Country
Template

Automatically shared between relevant
tax authorities after being submitted to
one.

Details

The Top Co. submits the CbC report. If
that country has not enacted the OECD
proposals into law, other jurisdictions
may require/allow a company in that
jurisdiction to submit on behalf of the
whole group.

• Automatic exchange

• €750m threshold (US$850m for
US)
• First filing periods beginning on or
after 1 January 2016

Tax authority conditions
• Transparency/consistency

Likely to be reviewed in
the context not just of
Local File but also
Master File, value chain
etc.

• Confidentiality
• Appropriate use

Expected risks
• Misinterpretation of data
• Intention to be used for risk
assessment, but likely to lead to
audits (and consequent double
taxation)

Also required to select ‘main
business activities’ of every
company in the MNC group

• Potential for information to become
publicly available
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Country by
Country
Template

The three elements of documentation
Country by Country reporting
Input

.

Source data and generating data
• How do I interpret the guidance and
legislation for determining which parts of
the group to include and the individual
data points?
• Where and how do I find my data?
• How do I acquire better quality data?
• What needs to be recorded in order to
report?
• How do I find data concerning intra-group
transactions?
• How do I arrange the tax function to
efficiently collect data?
• How do I ensure figures across
jurisdictions are based on the same
definitions?
• How do I get tax figures from systems
containing commercial figures?
• How can I relieve some of the pressure
for closing the periods?

Process
Data collection
Calculation
Aggregation
• How do I organise the volume of
data?
• How can I collect the relevant
data?
• How can I collect from different
sources?
• Can I adjust or enrich the
collected data?
• What additional calculations are
necessary?

Output
Reports
• How can I fulfil the new
regulatory requirements on
CbC reporting?
• What additional information do
I want to know for tax
management purposes?
• How do I calculate and make
visible the relevant ratios?
• Is my CbC reporting detailed
enough?
• How and what do I disclose to
the tax authorities and what do
I include in Table 3?

• How do I aggregate the figures?

• How do I run the process
consistently year-on-year?

• How do I manage and analyse
the data against the existing tax
strategy and TP policies?

• Consistency with TP
documentation

• How do I manage the connected
workflow and processes
involved?

Technical advisory + Systems readiness + Technology support
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Master

The three elements of documentation
Master File

File

The Master File should ‘provide a high level overview in order to place the
MNC group’s transfer pricing practices in their global economic, legal, financial
and tax context’ – BEPS Action 13 report.
It should also set out where the value is in the business.
A judgement has to be made around
the level of detail to include in the Master
File in order to manage the risk of:
• deemed noncompliance with transfer
pricing documentation requirements

Other practical points:
•

preparing annual updates
•

− providing sufficient information to
provide the high level overview and
context to the transfer pricing
approach
− disclosing unnecessary information

Could the Master File become
publicly available?

• inconsistencies with Local Files
• a tax authority challenge regarding the
group’s transfer pricing practices. Here,
there is balance between:

Costs of translation and ease of

•

Are there benefits of splitting up
divisional/product lines?

•

Retaining supporting information
in separate documents

•

Maintaining audit trail of sources

•

Other potential uses e.g., for
due diligence
9
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The three elements of documentation
Master File

Master

File

Level of compliance

A concise approach to a Master File may be appropriate, but businesses should
think carefully about their specific needs before deciding on how much
information to include.

Concise (OECD) -

Minimum OECD
compliance

Concise (fully
localised)
including
additional
information
required to meet
local Master File
requirements

Detailed –
includes
information
beyond
what is
required

strong articulation
of value chain and
other factors for
context

Level of detail included
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The three elements of documentation
Local File

Local

File

Many MNCs are performing local country risk assessments before deciding what
level of report they produce locally. The following factors affect prioritisation:
• OECD compliance vs. local tailoring/review
• Materiality of intra-group transactions or entity within group
• Complexity of intra-group transactions
• Counter-party residence
• Legislative environment
• Aggressiveness of local tax authority on transfer pricing audits
• Existing information available
• Local documentation – differences in requirements including language
• Filing requirements – is it filed with the tax return? Are separate (summary) forms
needed?
• Local benchmarking requirements

Such an assessment should be performed annually, as local implementation of
BEPS guidance evolves
11
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Local

The three elements of documentation
Local File

File

A modular approach helps MNCs create Master and Local Files consistently and efficiently
Economic analyses
Master Files modules

Entity specific
information

Functional analysis
write-ups

Benefits

North
America

US
Distribution
Master File 1

Asia Pacific

Pan Europe
Risk reduction

Australia

Singapore

Manufacture
BM

Service
Provider

Service
BM

Manufacture
BM
Streamlined

Japan

New Zealand

Contract
Manufacturer

Dist’r BM

Dist’r BM

Master File 2

Dist’r BM
Flexible

Finland

UK

R&D
R&D
Efficiency

Extendable
UK Doc
Package

Master File 1

UK specific
information
Distribution

Contract
Manufacturer

Distributor
BM study

Manufacture
BM study
Focus on value

UK entity Local File
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Local

The three elements of documentation
Local File

File

Automation and technology is the logical next step. TP Digital DoX is Deloitte’s online
documentation tool which facilitates preparation of documentation
Central management and audit
trail:

Web-based
platform:
• Online platform
enables an efficient
and streamlined
documentation
process allowing
Deloitte, as well as
central and local
client contacts to
collaborate
seamlessly
Automatic report generation:
• Customisable questionnaires
help to gather factual
information in consistent and
timely manner
• Writeups and analysis is
organised by modules, for
efficient and consistent
replication
• Information can then be
automatically converted into
OECD/BEPS compliant transfer
pricing documentation reports
©2016. For information, contact Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Limited.

Dummy
text

• A project coordinator and one or
more administrators can
centrally manage the
documentation process with
2. Scoping
input from the local entities
Efficient and collaborative gathering of client
information in order to prioritize
• andPlatform
develop
enables central
framework for scoping and fee estimation
management to review and
provide feedback to local users
5. Economic Analysis
• Through the dashboard, a clear
Modular and standardized documentation of
can be established,
economic analyses (benchmarks,workflow
selection
of methods, etc.), allowing for ease of
allowing control over content
leverage across multiple reports
and deadlines, including an audit
trail

Time and resource savings:
• Automating data collection
and processing enables
emphasis on value adding
activities by both Deloitte
and client teams
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Action 13 Implementation – examples from across the globe
UK

POLAND

CHINA

CbC reporting required for accounting periods
commencing on or after 1 January 2016. No
early notification requirement.

CbC reporting required for periods beginning
on or after 1 January 2016. No early
notification required.

No Master File requirement.

Extended Master File and Local File
requirements.

CbC reporting required for period beginning on
or after 1 January 2016. No early notification
but details of entities that will prepare the CbC
report should be included in the Chinese
Master File.

Existing TP documentation rules to continue to
apply with respect to a Local File.

Risk assessment report on transactions with
related parties required with annual tax return.

Separate Chinese Master File required that
includes more information than Action 13
requirement.
Specific Chinese Local File requirement that
goes beyond Action 13 requirement.

USA

SPAIN

AUSTRIA

CbC reporting required for periods beginning
on or after 1 July 2016. No early notification
requirement.

CbC reporting requirement for period
beginning on or after 1 January 2016. Early
notification required by end of the first
reporting period.

CbC reporting required for accounting periods
commencing on or after 1 January 2016. Early
notification required by the end of the first
period.

Action 13 Master File requirement adopted.

Action 13 Master File and Local File
requirements adopted.

No Master File requirement.
Existing TP documentation rules to continue to
apply in respect of Local File.

Action 13 Local File requirement adopted plus
additional Spanish information required.
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A practical approach to preparing documentation
Summary
BEPS imposes a new threshold for quality of transfer pricing documentation. MNCs
need to balance risk management with the level of effort and resource they
commit to documentation.
• Three required outputs – not all new, what do you have currently?
• Balancing requirements around compliance, deeper technical analysis and transparency
with appropriate effort
• Importance of upfront strategy setting
• Risk assessment to drive prioritisation and level of compliance per country
• Centralisation of process to ensure efficiency and effectiveness
• Module structure supported by technology
• Appropriate level of local expertise input
• Country by country dry run – input, process and review output
• Protocol over use/submission of documentation
• First year is critical for Master File and Country by Country

Consistency, efficiency and control should drive process
15
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Potential future developments
TP documentation

Delivery

Technology

Scrutiny

Highly
centralised
but retain
local input

Mix of
outsourcing
and
insourcing
(shared
service
centres, TP
specialism)

Combined
with wider
compliance
process (CT,
VAT returns
and
accounts)

Increased
automation

Technology
link to
underlying
systems/
ERP

Data
analytics,
machine
learning

Real-time
audits

Increased
sharing of
information
between tax
authorities

Public
reporting
and scrutiny
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